Honours Theses: 2011-2012

**Sociology**

Joshua Brisson
"Female Athletes Competing Against Stigmas and Stereotypes: The Apologetic Strategy"

Kyle Brown
"‘Feeling Like You’re Single’: Grief, independence and reunion among wives left behind in Nova Scotia"

K-Lee Fraser
"Scotian Talented Tenth: Indigenous African Nova Scotian students’ academic achievement and encouragement"

James MacKinnon
"A Career on Ice: Athletic Identity and Retirement Transition of former Canadian NHL Players"

Marie Rozendal
"Tapped Out: The social and economic drain after a DUI"

**Social Anthropology**

Sydney Benmore
"Affirmative (re)Action: White students' perspectives on a multicultural Canada"

Amy Donovan
"'Mountain People': Environmental responsibility, the power of landscape and the weight of history along the Margins of Preservation"

Brenden Harvey
"Urban Gardening in Halifax: What is really growing on?"

Ayla-Monic McKay
"School Now, Debt Later: What students put themselves through to put themselves through school"
Brittany Parker
"Breaking the Silence: Examining the efficacy of social services for abused women in Halifax"

Morgan Strug
"Making-Up a Face: The exploration of personal identity through drag performance culture"

Sarah Wilson
"The New Adult: Negotiations of parent involvement, interdependence, and adult status"